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Abstract 
 

Today there are many ways to express ideas. Blog is one of the free media for expressing idea 
and interest especially for young people. Blog builds up really swiftly in Indonesia and one of 
the blogs which expand really fast is fashion blog. Fashion blogs become one of the ways for 
young people in Indonesia to show their thinking and their identity. Styles according to 
Fairlough (2003: 112) are linked to the process of identifying; how people identify themselves 
and are identified by others. This paper examines the way young people in Indonesia make their 
own identity through fashion blog. The data were taken from five fashion blogs which are 
written by Indonesia bloggers living in Indonesia. The aim of this paper is identify the style and 
identity of young people in the fashion blogs. Furthermore this paper is going to explore how 
young people share their interest in fashion blogs. The result shows that young people use 
fashion blogs to share their idea and identity. The fashion blogs in Indonesia not only discuss 
about fashion but also about how young people see the social problem with their own 
perception. Fashion blogs become their way to put their identity in society. The use of English 
in the blogs shows the modernity. It makes their blogs readable not only by Indonesian but also 
people all over the world. 
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A.  Introduction 

Nowadays people seem have many ways to share their ideas. People can interact 
with other about their thinking without seeing face to face. Blog is one of the free media 
for expressing idea and interest especially for young people. Blog which derived from 
the word “web” and “log” are internet sites on which individuals regularly publish their 
thoughts on a particular objects. As stated in Rocamora (2011: 408) blogs are comprised 
of individual post, often displayed in reverse chronological order, and often contain text, 
images, video, and music.  

In Indonesia, blog builds really swiftly and become popular way to share idea, 
interest and opinion towards something. There are already many people famous because 
they actively write in the blog. Blogger, the name of person who actively publishes a 
post in blog, make the blog become a way to share their thought to the public. One of 
the subsets of blogs which quiet famous in Indonesia lately is fashion blog. Fashion 
blogs generally encompass three sub-genres which are street style, personal style, and 
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commentary and coverage of the industry’s events, news, and shows (Leung, 2011, para 
3 & Rocamora, 2011, p. 407). Fashion blog becomes famous lately in Indonesia. 
Especially for young people, fashion becomes their statement.  Fashion becomes one of 
the ways to show their identity and their point of view. Fashion blogs becomes a place 
for fashion lovers to post their point of view or their opinion about fashion that they are 
interested into.  

This study focuses on the text which published on the personal style blogs.  Text 
as stated by Fairlough (2003:26) is multi-functional in accordance with the distinction 
between genres, discourses, and style as the three main ways in which discourse figures 
as a part of social practice - ways of acting, ways of representing and ways of being. 
The connection between text to the events, to the broader physical and social world and 
to person involved in the events are quite complex. The genres, discourses, and style are 
identified as elements of orders of discourse at the level of social practices. The 
relationship between texts and social events is often more complex. Many text are 
'mediated' by the 'mass media' (Luhmann, 2000). 

The aim of this study is to identify the style of the text in the fashion blogs. By 
identifying the style of text we can find out the characteristic of the style in fashion 
blogs’ text. Furthermore this study is going to find out how Indonesian young people 
express modernity through fashion blogs. 

B.  Theoretical Review 

Styles according to Fairlough (2003: 112) are the discoursal aspects of ways of 
being, identities. Who you are is partly a matter of how you speak, how you write, as 
well as a matter of embodiment - how you look, how you hold yourself, and so forth. 
Style relates with the process of identifying, how people identify themselves and are 
identified by others.  in styles there are few things to be discussed like social identity 
and personal identity identification is a complex process and parts of its complexity 
arises from the fact that a distinction needs to be drawn between personal and social 
aspects of identity. Identity cannot be reduced to social identity, which partly means that 
identification is not purely textual process, not only a matter of language. In society, 
people are not only seen in how they participate in social events and text but also the are 
the social magnets who do things, create things, and change things. 

In the process of identification, there is a part called 'self-consciousness' a 
continuous sense of the self (Archer in Fairlough, 2003:113). Self-consciousness is a 
precondition for social process of identification, the construction of social identities 
which lead to an elaboration of the concept of agency. There are two kinds of agency. 
Primary agents are agency which has involuntarily positioned because they are born and 
initially have no choice about such as social class and gender. The other one is corporate 
agents. These agents have the capacity to shape social change. 

In style and text there is one questioning that need to be answered? the question 
is to what extent people address each other on this basis, and to what extent there is 
mutuality and symmetry between those co-involved in social events, or conversely to 
what extent considerations of communicative strategy. The identification is also related 
with individuality and collectivity. Style is realized in quite a range of linguistic features 
but because the data are written texts so the style only focus on the area such as 
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vocabulary and metaphor. Message about both social identity (e.g social class) and 
personality are carried by the variable selections people make from words. 

C.  Method 

This study is going to analyze the style and identity of young people in 
Indonesian fashion blogs. The data were taken from 4 fashion blogs in Indonesian 
which are written by Indonesian. The fashion blogs are: 
1. http://dianarikasari.blogspot.com/ 
2. http://jellyjellybeans.blogspot.com/ 
3. http://www.glistersandblisters.com/ 
4. http://soniaeryka.blogspot.com/ 

These fashion blogs are chosen randomly and the text that are used are the text 
which post in 2013. The text were analyzed are analyzed by using the theory which is 
represented by Fairlough (2003) that text as a social elements is multi-functional in 
accordance with the distinction between genres, discourses, and style as the three main 
ways in which discourse figures as a part of social practice. And the purpose of this 
study is to identify the style of text in Indonesian fashion blogs to find out the identity 
of the young people as part of social practice. To find out the identity of the text, there 
few steps that are needed to take. They are the analysis of style and text and the analysis 
of characteristics of style. Furthermore this study is going to explore the modernity 
which share in the fashion blogs’ post.   

D.  Analysis 

1. Style and Text 

a).  Structure and Agency 

As stated by Archer (2000) that a structure is the way in which pre given 
structures and system limits, shape, and determines events an action.  Meanwhile the 
agent is someone who produces an events, action, texts, etc in potentially creative and 
innovative ways. This study shows that fashion blog are the structure because it gives 
the limitation and determines the events and action of the texts. The texts produced in 
blogs are limited only on fashion interest and the daily life of the blogger. The blogger 
who write the text is agency. They have control in producing the text especially in 
creative and innovative ways such as they post different theme on each post. It can be 
seen from the different title for each post such as a post entitled “A Healthy Beginning” 
told about how the blogger herself want to change her lifestyle into healthy lifestyle. 
(pic 1) 
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Picture (1) http://dianarikasari.blogspot.com/ 

 

The other example is the post “Adjustment Period” which told about the 
appropriate outfits for pregnant woman. (pic2) 

 

 
Picture (2) http://www.glistersandblisters.com/ 

 

b).  Dialogicality and Social Differences 

Dialogicality is a measure of the extent to which there are dialogical relations 
between the voice of the author and other voices, the extent to which these voices are 
represented and responded to, or conversely excluded or suppressed. This aspect can be 
approached through distinguishing various orientations to difference (Bakhtin 1986).  
Text vary in their orientation to social difference - from dialogical exploration of 
difference, to polemical accentuation of difference, to attempts to overcome difference, 
to bracketing difference in order to focus on commonality, to suppressing difference. 
Particular texts may combine these scenarios. It is nature of its orientation to difference 
that determines the relative dialogicality of the text (Benhabib, 1996) 
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Fashion blogs which are included in personal style are a media to share their 
idea and interest. Fashion blogs also become a media for them to response about reality 
or about people’s opinion.  

(1) You know, I don’t like when someone says to me, ‘if your sad or upset 
about your current situation, look out there and see that there are many 
other people who are less fortune than you.” (Another viewpoint, 2013) 

Data (1) shows that the blogger response about people’s opinion. That the writer 
wants to response how she feels if someone says that that if we upset about current 
situation, we can see that out there and there are many unfortunate people. Data (1) like 
a dialog between the writer and the society around her. This is dialogicality because 
there is a dialogical relation between the voice of the author (blogger) and the other 
voices (people’s point of view). And her response is pretty clear that she doesn’t agree 
with that statement. In this data (1) the blogger is not trying to suppress the difference 
but she wants to exploration the difference. She want the people who read her post 
know where she stands. 

Fashion blogs also consist of posts about daily style of the owner. So the 
bloggers as the owner of the fashion blogs is not only response about society’s problem 
but also about how the readers see the daily style of the blogger.   

(2) Fashion is fun and personal I understand, I understand that for some 
people, dressing clothes can seem “too much” even clownish at times. 
But you see, I am happy with what I wear (Just Happy, 2013) 

Data (2) is the example how the dialogicality happens between the blogger as 
the author of the text with the other voices, the readers. She understands that sometimes 
people will see her clothes are too much or clownish, but she explain that fashion is fun 
and personal and as long as she is happy with the way she dresses she is happy. By 
seeing the response, she is trying to attempt to overcome the difference. She tries to 
response the difference point view by saying that as long as people happy with the 
clothes they are wearing so we have to respect it. She tries to be neutral by saying that 
she understands if people have different opinion. 

(3) I don’t like to make people think ‘oh she’s pregnant and she can only 
wear frumpy clothes!” wrong wrong wrong. But still, it’s not as easy to 
find clothes that suit my figure. (Adjustment Period, 2013)  

Data (3) shows another example of dialogicality in the fashion blogs’ text. The 
author of text is responding how she doesn’t like if people think that it is ok if a 
pregnant woman wears frumpy clothes. Her response to that point of view shows that 
she is trying to polemical accentuation of difference. She responds it by saying the word 
‘wrong’ three times. It shows that she definitely disagree with that idea.  

(4) Soo….so many people asked me about great place to shop, especially 
the online one (01 May, 2013) 

The data (4) shows how the blogger do dialogicality. The blogger is responding 
the reader’s question about great place to shop. The blogger is trying to bracketing 
difference in order to focus on commonality. The blogger is not trying to answer one by 
one but she is trying to accumulate the question into one.  
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c).  Identification 

The identification in the text is related with individuality and collectivity. In the 
fashion blogs that focus on personal style, the identification is mostly individuality such 
as in the data below  

(5) I’ve always disliked how men associate women as gaptek (an Indonesian 
slang that stands for ‘gagap teknologi’ or technology failure) (La 
Fleur//Red Garnet, 2013) 

(6) She loved to read, she loved to write. This is why I see her as different 
kind of hero. (Kartini, 2013) 

(7) It’s no secret I’m a quite a Tech freak, everything about technology 
always amazed me (All Eyes on You, 2013) 

(8) I know my excuses must be bored you all, that’s the truth, school is 
killing me like always, oh on second thoughts! Why don’t you wish me a 
better grades? So I don’t have to take extra hours on school lesson and 
all those private lessons. (11 February,2013) 

Data (5), (6), (7), and (8) is taken from four different fashion blogs but they have 
the same identification. The pronoun that is used in those data is “I”. So the 
identification of fashion blogs especially the personal style is individuality not 
collectivity. The posts that mostly told about personal life and personal style makes the 
identification just only has one author “I”.   

2. Characteristic of Style 

The characteristic of the style of fashion blogs’ text is varied. There many 
variation of vocabulary such as the usage of slang word and metaphor.   

Slang is the use of informal words and expressions that are not considered as 
standard in the language but are considered acceptable in certain social setting. It is 
usually composed of coinages, arbitrarily changed words, and extravagant, forced, or 
facetious figures of speech (Merriam-Webster Dictionary). 

(9)  Yada yada. Phew! (Another Viewpoint,2013) 

Data (9) is the example of slang word that is used by the blogger. The word yada 
yada actually doesn’t have the real meaning but this is just the expression that someone 
use if they are feeling boring about certain topics. Yada yada is two words but it is one 
words that has meaning as empty talk or something that is too dull to say. Yada yada is 
alteration of earlier yatata idle chatter from British dialect (Meriam Webster Dictionary) 

(10) Things like “gosh, who’s this girl sitting beside me?” (Warm Colorful 
Bodies, 2013) 

Data (10) is another example of slang word. The word ‘gosh’ is an expression of 
surprise. It is euphemism of the word ‘God’. The word ‘gosh’ is usually used to 
extravagant the moment or to hyperbole the situation. 

(11) Geez…I’m 14 not 20 something so..chill world..chill…. (31 
March,2013) 
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In data (11) there is the word ‘geez’ which also slang word to express surprise 
for certain situation. If the word ‘gosh’ is a euphemism of the word ‘God’, the word 
‘geez’ are origin from the word ‘Jesus’ the holy name in Catholic religion.   

(12) For me…boys, romance, and all that lovey dovey thingies are my 
Achilles’ heel, seriously..for me those topic are the most boring thing 
to talk about. (31 March,2013) 

Data (12) there is a phrase lovey dovey thingies. Lovey dovey is an expression 
that is used to express love or sentimental things. Lovey is derived from the word ‘love’ 
and to make it sound extravagant it is added the dovey which actually doesn’t have the 
real meaning.  

(13) Now I know why there’s bridezilla out there, the pressure are crazy my 
friend. (Warm Colorful Bodies, 2013) 

According to the www.urbandictionary.com the word bridezilla in data (13) are 
formed from the blending word bride and Godzilla (Japanese movie monster). It is used 
to describe a woman who is overacting during her wedding planning.  

(14) We look so gangsta around you (Swag, 2013) 

The word ‘gangsta’ in data (14) means a member of urban street gang. But in the 
data (13) the meaning of ‘gangsta’ is more to the apprearance. The style of ‘gangsta’ is 
the style that used the outfit like a rapper by wearing oversize t-shirts, ripped jeans, and 
basket hat. 

(15) Yeah sure…I can do swag… (Swag, 2013) 

The word ‘swag’ refers to certain fashion style eventhough the literal meaning of 
it is droop. The sentence in (15) means that ‘she can dress up like swag’. Dress like 
‘swag’ means that dress like rock star.  

(16) My shrink (well he prefer me to call him doc or psychotherapist but 
doc reminds me to bugs bunny and psychotherapist is too long…so 
yeah..shrink it is ) (Swag,2013) 

The meaning of ‘shrink’ is compressing or makes it small. But in data (16) the 
blogger has special meaning for the word ‘shrink’. It refers to the doctor or 
psychotherapist. 

Metaphor is the interaction between the logical and contextual logical meanings 
of a word which is based on a likeness between objects and implies analogy and 
comparison between them. In fashion blogs’ text there are found some metaphor’s 
example. Such as the data below 

(17) We called our self a broken toy (Trinket,2013) 

In data (17) the blogger compare her and her friend with broken toy. The 
meaning of ‘broken toy’ in this sentences have meaning that blogger and her friend like 
a broken toy which means that they are not in good performance. Just like a toy which 
broken that they have problems. 

(18) Playing tickle with S before we hit the bed. Sounds cheesy I know but 
having a good natural laugh before we sleep is a really a good feeling 
(Little Things That Made Us Happy #3,2013) 
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In data (18) there is the word ‘cheesy’. The blogger used the word explain about 
her activity. The word ‘cheesy’ means something contains cheese, but refers to the 
sentence in data (18) it doesn’t mean like that. It means that their activity sounds 
childish and not mature to play tickle because it is usually children do that.  

(19) I shook my head and continued watching the movie and decided to not 
give a flying apple (Warm Colorful Bodies, 2013) 

There is a phrase ‘a flying apple’ in data (19). The meaning of ‘a flying apple’ in 
here is not literally throw an apple to someone but in here is she doesn’t want to respond 
someone’s action.  

(20) Don’t act trashy (Warm Colorful Bodies, 2013) 

The word ‘trashy’ in data (20) literally mean garbage or something contains 
trash. But in data (20) the word ‘trashy’ means acts inferior or not mature. Having 
fought or quarrel with your wife or husband in public is an example of acting trashy or 
not sophisticated.  

(21) S said I glow more (A Healthy beginning, 2013) 

The word ‘glow’ usually refers to the light. But in the data (21) it implies to the 
human. It doesn’t mean that the person has some light on her face so it is glowing. It 
means that the face is fresh and healthy.  

3. Expressing Modernity through Fashion Blogs 

By seeing the analysis of style of the fashion blogs above, we can see that the 
blogger of fashion blogs are trying to give identity to their blogs. They use the blog as 
their statement to the world about their point of view or ideas. They are not afraid to 
show the feeling of disagreements or their interest about particular things. As someone 
who wants to show their fashion style, they also talks about sometimes their style is not 
common. 

The analysis of identification which shows that the text is included in 
individuality not collectivity shows that they as young people are having courage to 
express their idea. They are not afraid to be different. They want people knows that they 
have their own style, they have their own mind.  

The analysis of style characteristic shows that they write the post like they talk 
daily. They use many slang words that they use to interact with their friends. The word 
likes geez, gosh, and loveys dovey are usually applied in oral situation but they apply it 
in the written text.  They also use many metaphors to emphasize some particular 
moments that happen in their life. Some of the metaphors are quite familiar like ‘sounds 
cheesy’ but there is metaphor that is not used so often like ‘I shook my head and 
continued watching the movie and decided to not give a flying apple’. The flying apple 
is not common expression but the blogger probably used that in her daily talk. 

The texts in those fashion blogs are the representative of the characteristic of 
young people nowadays. They are not afraid to express their idea, they are not afraid to 
show their opinion, and they are not afraid to be different that common people. The 
fashion blogs is the place for them to speak up. As Indonesian’ young people, they don’t 
want to show their identity. Fashion blogs is their identity. The usage of English 
language in fashion blogs shows the modernity even though English consider as the 
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foreign language in Indonesia. The blogger seems feeling comfortable using English 
because they already use it in their daily life. The other reason they use English  because 
they want people around the world can read their mind and their idea.  

From the analysis above, the question about style and text are answered that 
there is a mutuality and symmetry in social events. They are using fashion blog as the 
communicative strategy. Fashion blog become a place for them to express their idea and 
to communicate with society. The communications that they are used probably are not 
ordinary communication. But in this modern era, we do not need to be in the same place 
to communicate with others. Fashion blogs are very interesting way to communicate 
because it is based on the same fashion interest. The relation between the blogger and 
the society are mutually because the blogger are trying to put the place in society and 
the society consider themselves as a part of social events. 

E.  Conclusion 

From the analysis above, we can conclude that the modernity is expressing in 
fashion blogs. From the analysis of style and text, we can see that the blogger of fashion 
blogs are trying to give identity to their blogs. The analysis of identification which 
shows that the text is included in individuality not collectivity shows that they as young 
people are having courage to express their idea. The analysis of style characteristic 
shows that they write the post like they talk daily. They use many slang words that they 
use to interact with their friends. The texts in those fashion blogs are the representative 
of the characteristic of young people nowadays. They are not afraid to express their 
idea, they are not afraid to show their opinion, and they are not afraid to be different that 
common people. 
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